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I. INTRODUCTIONThe narrow state X(3872) was disovered by the Belle Collaboration [1℄ in B deayand subsequently on�rmed by the BaBar Collaboration [2℄. Both the CDF [3℄ and the D0Collaboration [4℄ saw a lear signal of inlusive X(3872) prodution in pp ollision. SineX(3872) deays into �+��J= , it was the most natural to assign X(3872) to one of theexited harmonia [5,6℄. In fat, the experimental study of the ��J= mode in B deayhad been enouraged by theorists, notably Eighteen, Lane and Quigg [7℄, as a means toexplore the exited harmonia. However, experiment has revealed unexpeted properties ofX(3872).The very narrow width rules out assignment of X(3872) to a natural spin-parity state(P = (�1)J with C = P ) sine it would quikly deay into DD. Among the unnaturalspin-parity states, the 21P1(h0) harmonium of 1+� was ruled out by Belle [8℄ at an earlystage through the angular distribution of the �nal �+�� [9℄. If we trust the potential-modelalulations of the harmonium mass spetrum from the past, there is no suitable andidatefor X(3872) in the lose neighborhood of 3872 MeV. Meanwhile, the oinidene of theX(3872) mass (3871:9� 0:5 � 0:5 MeV [1℄) with the D0D�0 threshold (3871:3� 0:5 MeV)prompted many theorists [10℄ to revive the idea of moleular states [11℄ and to speulatethat X(3872) may be a loosely bound state of DD� +DD� through a olor-neutral fore.Then the Belle Collaboration [12℄ reported the startling disovery that X(3872) deaysinto !J= as well, atually �+���0 o� the ! resonane peak, with roughly the same branh-ing fration as �+��J= . Sine any hadron must have a de�nite harge parity, the dipion�+�� in �+��J= ought to be in p-wave (C = (�1)l = �1), namely, the � and its resonanetail in I = 1. In the same analysis they saw a signal of the radiative deay mode J= [13℄,reinforing the C = +1 assignment for X(3872). With the mass di�erene between D0D�0and D+D�� being as large as 8 MeV, isospin violation may be enhaned if a very looselybound moleule-like state should be formed. Then it would niely explain the large isospinmixing in the X(3872) deay. The most reent analysis of the deay angular distributions[14,15℄ favors JPC = 1++ for X(3872) among the positive C states. Sine DD� + DD�would be most likely bound in s-wave, if at all, 1++ �ts well to the moleule. The moleuleinterpretation has gained steam among some theorists for this reason. If X(3872) is indeeda moleule state, it would open a large new �eld in hadron spetrosopy. Most reently,however, a few piees of ruial experimental information [16℄, though yet preliminary, haveappeared against the moleule assignment. We are now in a rapidly moving state of onfu-sion.In this paper we ast more doubt on the moleule interpretation of X(3872). We �rstshow that unlike the proton and the neutron inside a deuteron, no long-range potential arisesfrom one-pion exhange between D and D�. Though it may sound strange, it is a simpleonsequene of the numerial aident, mD� �mD � m� ' 0, and of the derivative D�D�oupling. This makes the \deuteron-like moleular binding" of DD�+DD� highly unlikely.Seondly we argue that the observed deay branhing of B+ ! K+X(3872) in B deay andthe inlusive prodution ross setion of X(3872) in high-energy proton-proton ollision areboth too large for a loosely bound objet of binding energy 1 MeV or less.We then turn to the harmonium option. We annot o�er a quantitative resolution asfor the mass spetrum omputed in the potential model. It has been aknowledged that the2



omputation involves large unertainties near and above the open harm thresholds. In the1960's the elaborate oupled-hannel N/D method was developed in the S-matrix theoryto ompute the spetrum of light hadrons, whih were atually the moleule states in thepresent-day language. The N/D method in its simple version iterates the Born amplitudesin s-hannel. The omputation is very lose to the oupled-hannel potential problem [17℄.But we were realized at the end how diÆult it was to obtain reliable quantitative resultsand ould not go muh beyond semiquantitative analysis in most ases. The harmoniaabove the open harm threshold share similar unertainties though the ambiguity omingfrom the high-energy tail is more ontained. We leave the diÆulty of the X(3872) masswith the potential model alulation of harmonia to future study. Instead we fous on theprodution rate and ross setion of X(3872). Our estimate shows that beause of the veryloose binding of the moleule, the prodution rates of the moleule X(3872) should be atleast an order of magnitude smaller than what we see in experiment. In omparison, theharmonium is more easily produed beause of a little tighter binding. One obvious obstaleto the harmonium option is the large isospin breaking in the deay X(3872) ! �(!)J= .However, the ! resonane peak is nearly two full widths outside the phase spae boundary.We ask if there is any hane that this severe kinemati suppression of the isospin-alloweddeay into !J= an bring B(X ! �J= )=B(X ! !J= ) up lose to O(1). Our �ndingis that suh hane is not ruled out within the small range of experimental unertaintyin the mass of X(3872). Equally or even more serious is the absolute magnitude of theX(3872) ! �(!)J= deay rate; the deay through  annihilation should not dominateover the mode X(3872) ! �(!)J= to hide them. If the harmonium mixes with a fairamount of the DD� + D�D omponent, it ould generate measurable branhing frationsinto �(!)J= . The best senario that emerges is as follows: The X(3872) state is the 1++harmonium that is bound primarily with the gluon-exhange fore but mixed toDD�+D�Dof I = 0 through a light quark exhange. This senario will survive even if X(3872) is abovethe D0D�0 threshold and the deay X(3872) ! D0D�0 + D0D�0 indeed ours. We mustadmit that many of the following analysis are only semiquantitative. This is an inevitableshortoming due to the relevant long-distane dynamis that we do not really know in details.II. MOLECULE STATEA. One-pion exhange potentialWe �rst show that one-pion exhange produes pratially no fore between D and D�ontrary to intuition. In the limit ofmD� = mD+m�, there exists only a Æ-funtion potentialin the s-wave hannel. Therefore it is inapable of binding D and D�.Let us de�ne the D�D� oupling byLint = �igD���D � ��� + h:: (1)The value of g an be �xed by the D�+ ! D+�0 deay rate to g2=4� = 12:8� 3:1. A singlepion an be exhanged only in the t-hannel of the DD� ! D�D sattering. (See Fig. 1.)For onreteness, let us examine the �0 exhange potential in D0D�0 ! D�0D0. Theone-pion exhange would be normally the primary soure of the binding fore. In the rest3
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FIG. 1. The �-exhange in the sattering DD� ! D�D. The intermediate state at the hori-zontal dotted line ours on mass shell for �0 exhange.of this paper we shall write DD� + DD� simply as DD� unless it may ause a onfusion.The potential is extrated from the Born amplitude near the threshold:TB = (�0� � q) g2m2� � q2 � i"(� � q); (2)where q is the pion momentum, and � and �0 are the polarizations of D�0 and D�0, respe-tively. It is important to notie here a peuliarity of kinematis in the pion propagator.Sine the deay D�0 ! D0�0 atually ours with a tiny Q-value, the denominator of thepropagator is pratially zero as ompared with m� in the nonrelativisti limit;m2� � q2 ' m2� � �mD� �mD + q28mD� � q28mD �2 + q2;' �2m��+ �1 + m2�4mDmD� �q2 +O��2; q2�mD ; � q2mD �2�; (3)where � � mD� �mD �m� is very small (' 7 MeV). Let us denote the stati limit of thedenominator by �2 = 2m��(' 0:1m2�): (4)With the two powers of q from the derivative DD�� oupling in the numerator, the Bornamplitude TB survives only at q2 � 2m�� and varies slowly there. The Fourier transformof TB gives the one-pion exhange potential. Sine D�0 ! D0�0 an our on mass shell,the prinipal part of the pion denominator is relevant to the potential:4mDmD�V (r) = Z ReTB(q)eiq�r d3q(2�)3' Z (�0� � q)(� � q) g2eiq�r�2 � q2 d3q(2�)3' �13g2(�0� � �)Æ(r) + g24� (�0� � r̂)(� � r̂)�2 os�rr+ g24��(�0� � �)� 3(�0� � r̂)(� � r̂)��os�rr3 + � sin�rr2 �: (5)4



For the s-wave potential relevant to binding of DD� into a moleule of 1++, only a tinyontribution of O(�2) survives aside from the Æ-funtion term sine the last term (valid o�r = 0) in Eq. (5) goes away up to O(�2) after partial-wave projetion.1 Contrary to thenaive expetation, therefore, the one-pion exhange potential is a Æ-funtion in good ap-proximation between D(D) and D�(D�). Unlike the one-dimensional Æ-funtion potential,the three-dimensional Æ-funtion potential annot generate a bound state when one puts itin the Shr�odinger equation. The Yukawa potential an arise only from \rossed" multipionexhange. Although the dipion-exhange potential of an intermediate range plays an impor-tant role in tightly bound nulei [18℄ and even in the deuteron by providing a spin-isospinindependent fore, lak of the long range fore would not lead to binding of the deuteron.Therefore the speulation fails that X(3872) may be an analog of the deuteron on the ba-sis of a long range fore [19℄. Swanson [20℄ \appended" the one-pion exhange potentialwith a quark-model potential whih he alls the \quark Born diagram potential" [21℄. Heturned his quark potential into a meson-meson interation potential and added to it thestandard one-pion exhange potential of range 1=m�, whih should be absent between Dand D� aording to our argument. For a spatially extended omposite state, it is the foreof the longest range that is most sensitive to binding. It is not lear in his paper how muhhis quark-model potential is responsible for binding of X(3872). While we are unable toread quantitative details of alulation in his short paper, it appears that some fundamentalrevision is needed in his alulation of binding, at least in the one-pion exhange part.The imaginary part of the Born amplitude TB due to the on-shell intermediate state givesan absorptive potential: Its s-wave ontribution is small: ImV (r) = (g2�2=12�r)(�0 ��) sin�r.This absorptive potential is nothing other than a tiny hannel oupling to �0D0D0 by pionemission from D�0. The derivative pion oupling or the p-wave emission of the pion inD� ! D� is the soure of the behavior ImV (r) � �3 as �! 0.It is obvious why the one-pion exhange does not lead to the familiar Yukawa potential ofe�m�r=r: The pion emission in D� ! D+� an our without violating energy onservationso that the emitted pion an travel over long distanes. This would otherwise produe along range potential of � 1=r and 1=r3, but the derivative oupling erases them leaving onlythe Æ-funtion in the small � limit.Is it possible to bind D and D� through oupling to the !J= hannel? In general, ahannel oupling an enhane the e�etive potential for the hannel of the strongest fore.For this hannel oupling to our, D (or D�) must be exhanged. (See Fig. 2.) Sinethe denominator of the D(D�) propagator is ' 2mD=D�m! or larger, the range of this o�-diagonal Yukawa potential is very short (' 0:1 fermi). Consequently no strong ouplingours between the DD� and the !J= hannel at distanes large enough to be relevant to aloosely bound moleule. As for the diagonal potential of !J= , the elasti sattering proessis the so-alled \disonneted" quark diagram (Fig. 3) or multi-gluon exhange proesses.Just as �(ss) interats only weakly with �, �, ! and so forth even at low energies, elasti1For the �+-exhange in D0D�0 ! D�+D�, the Yukawa potential appears rather than the osil-latory potential sine the on-shell transition does not our with mD�0 < mD� +m�+ . However,the leading long-range s-wave potential is � �2e��r=r instead of � �2 os�r=r and still totallynegligible. 5



!J= sattering is expeted to be weak and hardly a soure of binding. To summarize,we see no hane of generating a bound state in the s-wave DD� hannels, no matter howthe Born diagrams are iterated, by solving the Shr�odinger equation or the Bethe-Salpeterequation with or without hannel oupling, or by approximating the N-funtion of the matrixN/D with the Born amplitudes.
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FIG. 2. The D=D� exhange in DD� ! !J= .
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FIG. 3. The disonneted quark diagram of !J= ! !J= .If there is any relevant hannel oupling, it would be to the  hannel. The on�ningpotential between  and  is stronger than the hadron exhange potentials. The ouplingbetween DD� and  ours through the u(d)-quark exhange. (See Fig. 4.) If this hanneloupling is strong enough, DD� and  an mix substantially. Even when suh a mixingours, the primary soure of binding is the on�ning fore of gluon exhange between and , not the van der Waals fore of QCD, i.e. not the hadron exhange fore in the DD�hannel. Suh a bound state is oneptually not the moleule and dynamially di�erentfrom it . We will later disuss this possibility in more detail.B. Deay rate and prodution ross setionWe ompare the observed prodution rates of X(3872) with the theoretial expetationfor the moleule state. We are limited to semiquantitative disussion here sine aurate al-ulation would require muh more information of long-distane dynamis and experimentalinput than we have at present. Nonetheless we see a serious diÆulty.6
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FIG. 4. The light quark exhange in ! DD�.The X(3872) mass has been given by the four experimental groups as follows [1{4℄:mX(3872) = 8>>><>>>: 3872:0� 0:6� 0:5MeV (Belle)3873:4� 1:4MeV (BaBar)3871:3� 0:7� 0:4MeV (CDFII)3871:8� 3:1� 3:0MeV (D0): (6)Olsen [8℄ quotes 3871:9 � 0:5 MeV as the weighted average from all groups. We shouldompare these numbers withmD0+mD�0 = 3871:3�1:0 MeV andmD++mD�+ = 3879:4�1:0MeV [22℄. For mD and mD�, we have added the quoted errors �0:5 MeV of the Review ofPartile Physis [22℄ sine the errors are orrelated between mD0 and mD�0 and betweenmD+ and mD�+. Although the entral values are on the side of mX(3872) � mD0 + mD�0,even the number from Belle that has the highest auray is not onlusive as to whethermX(3872) is really above the D0D�0 threshold or not. We have shown the urrent ranges ofmX(3872) and mD0 +mD�0 in Fig. 5.
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FIG. 5. The ranges of mX(3872) vs the value of mD0 +mD�0 (denoted as D0 +D�0).In order for X(3872) to be a moleular bound state, X(3872) must be below the D0D�0threshold; mX(3872) > mD0 +mD�0 . However, Belle apparently saw a large deay branhingto D0D0� with the preliminary result [16℄,B(X(3872)! D0D0�0)=B(X(3872)! �+��J= ) � 10: (7)7



If this result holds, the moleule model ought to be modi�ed into the \virtual state" model[23℄. For our disussion of the moleule, we proeed withmX(3872) < mD0 +mD�0 = 3871:3� 1:0MeV: (8)This plaes the binding energy of D0D�0 in X(3872) at less than 1 MeV.The prodution rate of a loosely bound state in deay and sattering is obtained generallyby onvoluting the bound state wavefuntion with a prodution amplitude of its onstituents.When the range of prodution dynamis is muh shorter than the size of the bound state,the prodution of the onstituents and the formation of a bound state fatorize. If X(3872)is a loosely bound state of D0D�0, the onstituent momenta in the X(3872) rest frame is' qEBmD=D�(' 30MeV). The onstituents are streaming in parallel with pratially norelative motion. Even after boosting to the overall m frame in B deay or in pp olli-sion at small rapidity, the relative momentum is still muh smaller than the harateristimomentum over whih the prodution amplitude A(p;k) of D(12p;k)D�(12p � k; s) variessigni�antly. In this ase the invariant amplitude of prodution may be approximated asA(p;k) ' A(p; 0); (9)where we have suppressed dependene of A(p;k) on all other variables. Let us express thes-wave bound state of DD� in the rest frame with the wavefuntion ~	(k) in momentumspae and the reation operators ayks and ay�k of D� and D, respetively:jX(p = 0; s)i = Z 	(k)ayksay�k + onj:p2 j0i d3k(2�)3 : (10)For prodution of X(3872) with momentum p and a given heliity, start with the produtionamplitude of DD� with small relative momentum k:B=pp! D +D� + anything: (11)Superpose the prodution amplitude A(p;k) with the bound-state wavefuntion �rst in them frame of DD� to get the X prodution amplitude in the moleule rest frame:Z 1p4EDED� ~	(k)A(0;k) d3k(2�)3 : (12)When jkj is so small that A(0;k) ' A(0; 0), we fator out A(0; 0) and integrate over kto obtain (4mDmD�)�1=2	(0)A(0; 0), where 	(0) is the wavefuntion at the origin of therelative position. Moving bak to the overall m frame, one obtains for the prodution rateof X with momentum p,(2�)3Ep d�d3p ' j	(0)j24mDmD� Xi (2�)4Æ4(P � p+Xj pj)jA(p; 0)j2; (13)where P � is the initial four-momentum and the �rst P denotes integration and summationover degrees of freedom of all �nal partiles other than X(3872). Beause of the very loosebinding, j	(0)j2 appears even when D and D� are produed by nonloal interations.8



The wavefuntion at origin square j	(0)j2 in Eq. (13) gives us a lue about the produtionrates. The value of j	(0)j2 is fairly insensitive to details of dynamis for a very loosely boundstate. We estimate as follows: Note �rst model independently that ~	(k) / 1=(�2+k2) nearthe X(3872) pole (�2 = 2EBmDmD�=(mD+mD�)). The ~	(k) of this form is not suitable fordetermining 	(0) sine its Fourier transform 	(r) � e��r=4�r is in�nite at r = 0. It meansthat the behavior above jkj ' � matters in determining 	(0). ~	(k) must fall o� faster atlarge jkj than the simple pole form.2 We regularize ~	(k) into the double pole form withparameter M , ~	(k) = N� 1k2 + �2 � 1k2 +M2�; (14)where N = q8��M(M + �)=(M � �) is the normalization. Then we obtainj	(0)j2 = �M(M + �)2� ; (15)For our estimate we hoose M ' 3� for whih the regulator term ontributes only about 5%at r = 1=� in Eq. (14). Then in the ratio to j	(0) (2S)j2 ' 0:024GeV3 of  (2S), we obtain����	(0)X(3872)	(0) (2S) ����2 ' 2:5� 10�3� EB0:5MeV�3=2: (16)Sine the wavefuntion spreads far out in spae, the value at the origin j	(0)X(3872)j2 isquite small. Consequently prodution of X(3872) is highly suppressed in B deay and in ppollision. We proeed with Eq. (16) to ompare with experiment.B ! K+X(3872) deayFor the harmonium prodution through the deay b ! s, the olor-suppressed tree-interation is important and the fatorization alulation appears to be qualitatively in linewith experiment. The two-body harmonium deay B+ ! K+() has been observed for �,J= , �1, and  (2S) [22,24℄:B(B+ ! K+�) = 9:0� 2:7� 10�4;B(B+ ! K+J= ) = 10:61� 0:15� 0:48� 10�4;B(B+ ! K+�1) = 5:79� 0:26� 0:65� 10�4;B(B+ ! K+ (2S)) = 6:49� 0:59� 0:97� 10�4: (17)In omparison, only the upper bounds have been obtained for two-body prodution of �0and �2 that would not our in the simple fatorization limit:B(B+ ! K+�0) < 4:4� 3:3� 0:7� 10�4B(B+ ! K+�2) < 0:09� 0:10� 0:11� 10�4: (18)2If one proeeds to ompute Eq. (12) with the simple pole form for ~	(k), there is a danger tooverestimate the prodution rate. 9



The Belle Collaboration [25℄ has determined the produt of the branhing frations asB(B+ ! K+X(3872))� B(X(3872)! �+��J= ) = 1:31� 0:24� 0:13� 10�5: (19)The experimental lower bound an be set on B(B+ ! K+X(3872)) with Eq. (19) aftertaking aount of the presene of B(X(3872)! �+���0J= ):B(B+ ! K+X(3872)) > 2:6� 10�5: (20)However, if the preliminary result of Belle Eq. (7) is used, the lower bound rises toB(B+ ! K+X(3872)) > 1:6� 10�4: (21)Computation of the deay amplitude for B+ ! K+X(3872) in the ase of the moleularX(3872) has been attempted, but without a de�nite numerial result for the branhingfration [26℄. It is not surprising when one onsiders unertainties involved in suh ompu-tations. Nonetheless, if we dare to make a very rude estimate, we would proeed with Eq.(13) and ompare B(B+ ! K+X(3872)) with B(B+ ! K+ (2S)):B(B+ ! K+X(3872))B(B+ ! K+ (2S)) � ����A(B+ ! K+DD�)A(B+ ! K+) ����2 � ����	(0)X(3872)	(0) (2S) ����2; (22)where the  is in 1�� and the DD� is in 1++, both near their prodution thresholds. Weestimate the �rst fator in the right-hand side Eq. (22) with the following reasoning. Imaginethat a  pair is produed near its threshold, most likely in relative s-wave. When the invariant mass is below the open harm threshold, the s-wave  forms a harmonium, J= , (2S), �, or �0. Above the threshold, they form a pair of D(�) and D(�) by piking up lightquarks. Sine by assumption the  pair prodution amplitude is insensitive to its invariantmass, we expetA(B+ ! K+(D0D�0)C=+1) � 0:5� A(B+ ! K+()); (23)where the energy E is little below the open harm threshold while EDD� is a little above it.The fator 0.5 omes from ounting of the relevant harmonia and the multipliity of spin,harge, harge parity states of harmed meson pairs after uu or dd are piked up. We useEq. (16) for the seond fator in Eq. (22). Combining the two fators together, we reahfor the moleule X(3872)B(B+ ! K+X(3872)) � 1:3� 10�3� EB0:5MeV�3=2B(B+ ! K+ (2S));� 0:8� 10�6� EB0:5MeV�3=2: (24)The number in the last line is more than one order of magnitude smaller than the experi-mental lower bound ' 2:6�10�5 in Eq.(20). It is more than two orders of magnitude smallerif the preliminary result on the D0D�0 mode is taken into aount. Physially speaking, it isnot easy to produe a large omposite objet like the moleule in the short-distane B deaysine j	(0)j2 requires the onstituents to ome lose to eah other in the position spae. To10



enhane the prodution rate to the level of the experimental lower bound, X(3872) must bean objet of stronger binding. Ironially from this viewpoint, if X(3872) were a bound stateprimarily of D+D�� instead of D0D�0, the deay branhing fration would be a little loserto experiment.pp! X(3872) + anythingThe CDF Collaboration observed 580 � 100 events of X prodution in the region ofrapidity j�j < 1 at ps = 1:96 TeV when X(3872) is identi�ed with �+��J= . They areabout 10% of  (2S) prodution events in the same kinematial region [3℄:�(pp! X(3982) + � � �)B(X(3872)! �+��J= )�(pp!  (2S) + � � �)B( (2S)! �+��J= ) = 580� 1005790� 140 (' 0:10); (25)where \� � �" denotes \anything". The ross setion for  (2S) above is that of the primaryprodution ignoring the 10 � 20% ontribution of the feed-down from the B(B) deay[27℄. The ratio of the deay branhing frations is 1.6 if X(3872) 6!D0D�0 and 0.27 ifB(X(3872)! D0D0�0) = 10� B(X(3872)! �+��J= ) (f Eq. (21)).�(pp! X(3982) + � � �) = (0:06 � 0:36)� �(pp!  (2S) + � � �): (26)We ompare the yields for X(3872) and  (2S) prodution using the same argument on theamplitude ratio as desribed for the B deay.�(pp! X(3872) + � � �) � ����A(pp! DD� + � � �)A(pp! + � � �) ����2����	(0)X(3872)	(0) (2S) ����2 � �(pp!  (2S) + � � �):(27)This leads us to the estimate�(pp! X(3982) + � � �) � 1:3� 10�3� EB0:5MeV�3=2 � �(pp!  (2S) + � � �) (28)The ratio of X(3872) and  (2S) prodution is one and half to two orders of magnitudesmaller than the CDF observation, depending on whether X(3872) indeed deays intoD0D�0or not. Strong suppression of the DD� moleule prodution should not be a surprise. Suhsuppression was well known experimentally in similar situations: The prodution ross se-tion of a deuteron (EB = 2:2 MeV) in pp! d�+ at the m energy ps = 2:98 GeV [28℄, forinstane, is only 0:11 � 0:06 mb, one hundredth of the ontinuum pp ! pn�+ produtionross setion, 11:44� 0:65 mb, at the same energy.To summarize the ase of the moleule, lak of the binding fore is a serious shortomingon a theoretial side. Despite the numerial unertainties involved in our theoretial esti-mate, experiment shows that prodution of X(3872) is muh stronger than we expet for avery loosely bound state. Our onlusion on the moleule applies to the DD� virtual stateas well sine the wavefuntion of the virtual state spreads even more than that of the boundstate. 11



III. CHARMONIUMIf X(3872) is a harmonium, the most likely andidate is the radially exited 3P1 statewith 1++. While 1D2(2�+) may look promising, the angular distribution analysis disfavorsit [14,15℄. The harmonium interpretation of X(3872) enounters two immediate problems.One is the disrepany with the potential-model alulation of the mass spetrum [6,5,29℄and the other is the large deay branhing into the I = 1 hannel, X(3872) ! �J= . Wedo not attempt to propose any resolution for the potential model alulation. Soon afterthe �rst disovery of harmonia, the mass spetrum below the open harm threshold was�tted and reprodued well with the Cornell potential model [32℄. Above the open harmthreshold, alulation must inlude oupling to the harm-meson-pair hannels. While suhomputation was already undertaken even in the early paper of the Cornell model, theresults involved muh larger unertainties than those below the threshold. A deade beforethe harmonium, strenuous e�orts had been made in multi-hannel omputation of the lighthadron mass spetrum. However, we were unsuessful in produing quantitatively aurateresults and ontent with the semiquantitative preditions in the strongest-attrative-forehannel argument.3 With this exuse we will not go into the question as to whether ornot the hannel oupling to DD� and D�D� an indeed lower the 23P1 mass to 3872 MeVfrom the existing preditions of the potential model alulation. As for the produtionin B-deay and pp-ollision, the larger wavefuntion overlap of the 1++ harmonium thanthat of the moleule enhanes signi�antly the prodution rate. However, we are unableto produe quantitatively aurate results, sine the harmonium wavefuntion is just assensitive to the hannel oupling as the mass spetrum is. Furthermore, the approximationof the wavefution-at-origin is less reliable for the harmonium prodution in B deay.Leaving the mass spetrum aside, we instead fous on the issue of the large �J= branh-ing fration. A. Kinematial suppression of X(3872) ! �J= Coexistene of the !J= (I = 0) and �J= (I = 1) deay modes [12℄ appears as a strongargument in favor of the moleule model:B(X ! �+���0J= )B(X ! �+��J= ) = 1:0� 0:4� 0:3; (29)However, this relative branhing fration an be misleading with respet to the magnitudeof isospin mixing in X(3872). The �+���0 in the �nal state �+���0J= omes from the fartail of the ! resonane sine !J= is outside the phase spae boundary. In ontrast, �J= 3In retrospet, of ourse, we were barking at a wrong tree in those days by trying to reproduethe quark-antiquark bound states as the \moleular states". Nonetheless, lak of auray ormagnitude of unertainty in the multihannel alulation of the bound-state spetrum was learlyappreiated. The N/D method was the most ommonly used tehnique in those omputations. Itis more sophistiated than the naive nonrelativisti potential model and its extensions [17℄.12



is right on the phase spae boundary so that �+�� an ome from the lower half of the� resonane region. Consequently, �+���0 reeives muh stronger suppression than �+��.Magnitude of this relative suppression is purely kinematial and sensitive to the X(3872)mass even within the small unertainty of the X(3872) mass.The mass di�erene mX�mJ= is smaller than the peak value of the ! resonane (782:6�0:1) by several MeV:mX �mJ= �m! = 8><>: �7:5� 0:6� 0:5MeV (Belle)�6:1� 1:4MeV (BaBar)�8:2� 0:7MeV (CDF) : (30)Reall furthermore that mD0+mD�0 � mX(3872) is required to prevent the open harm deay,that is, mX(3872) � mD0 +mD�0 = 3871:3� 1:0MeV; (31)whih leads to mX �mJ= �m! � �8:3� 1:0 MeV. The �+���0 resonates about twie thehalf width (12�! = 4:25 � 0:05 MeV) below the ! peak. Even at the high-mass end of the�+���0 invariant mass, the height of the Breit-Wigner resonane is 0:19 � 0:23 of its peakvalue for mX(3872) = 3871:3 MeV. Another phase spae suppression ours by the relativemotion between the \o�-shell" ! and J= . The s-wave threshold fator jpJ= ����j skews theBreit-Wigner shape and suppresses the high mass end of �+���0. The ombined suppressionfrom the two soures is quite severe. (See Fig. 6.) Aording to one omputation [31℄ in themoleule model; the observed ratio of Eq. (29) would be reprodued if the e�etive XJ= Voupling ratio jg(X!J= )=g(X�J= )j2 ' is 11:5� 5:5.
s−wave phase space

physical region

ω− resonanceFIG. 6. A shemati drawing of the kinematial suppression near the phase spae boundary forX(3872) ! !J= . The � peak sits right on the phase spae boundary with the height ' 1=18thof the ! peak. In this sale the � resonane pro�le is almost at.We explore here whether there is a hane to explain the large isospin breaking of Eq.(29) by the harmonium deay proess, not by the isospin mixing omposition of X(3872)that is advoated in the moleule model. Assuming that ! is entirely responsible for �+���0in line with Belle's invariant mass plot, we write out the sensitive part of the deay rate as�(X(3872)! �+���0J= ) = �0 Z m!�Æm3m� jp(W )j�![(W �m!)2 + �2!=4℄dW; (32)13



where W is the �+���0 invariant mass, p(W ) denotes the three-pion momentum p��� inthe X(3872) rest frame, and Æm � m! + mJ= � mX(3872) is the distane from the phasespae boundary to the ! peak. We have omputed numerially the integral in Eq. (32) inratio to the orresponding quantity for � by varying mX over 3870 MeV to 3872 MeV. Inarrying this alulation, we have ut o� the �+���0 invariant mass at 750 MeV, as hosenby Belle, and the �+�� invariant mass at 450 MeV. The resulting kinematial suppressionK is put in ratio:K(�J= )K(!J= ) = 13:3� 1:7 (mX(3872) = 3871� 1MeV): (33)In order to aount for the near equality of the observed �J= and !J= rates, the produtionamplitude ratio must be suh that����A(�J= )A(!J= ) ���� = 0:27� 0:02: (34)Being kinematial in origin, this is in general agreement with Referene [31℄ (0:272 vs 1=11:3).The required number of Eq. (34) is an order of magnitude larger than the eletromagnetiisospin breaking. However it may not be totally out of line for the isospin breaking due tothe u-d quark mass di�erene, whih is after all the origin of the 8 MeV mass di�erene be-tween D0(D�0) and D+(D�+). Therefore we next explore the magnitude of isospin breakingwhether the amplitude ratio of Eq. (34) an be realized by the isospin mass splitting.B. Isospin breaking due to mass di�ereneThe moleule X(3872) state is predominantly made of D0D�0 and mixed with D+D��,!J= and �J= . The large �J= branhing is attributed to the isospin mixed ompositionof DD�. In the harmonium X(3872), the partile omposition is almost purely in I = 0and the isospin breaking ours during the deay proess. Although experiment annotdistinguish between them, the two ases are fundamentally di�erent in hadron dynamis.They are not di�erent pitures of the same physis related by the quark-hadron duality orthe like.We expet that the main soure of the large isospin violation is in the DD� intermediatestates near the thresholds where the splitting between mD0 +mD�0 and mD+ + mD�� hasthe prominent e�et. We an make some quantitative disussion of its magnitude withthe dispersion relation for the X ! �(!)J= deay amplitudes by dispersing the variables = p2X . In this way we an at least quantify the magnitude within our limited knowledge.Sine X(3872) is below the D0D�0 threshold, only the dispersive part exists at s = m2X(3872).De�ne the invariant deay amplitude A(s) byhV (q)J= (p)outj(2+m2X)X�(0)j0i = s 14EpEq "�����(p)���(q)��P�A(s) (35)for the deay X(P ) ! �=!(q) + J= (p) with P = p + q and s = P 2. We keep only the s-wave term near the DD� threshold ignoring the d-wave ontribution for our semiquantitative14



analysis. We write the unsubtrated dispersion relation4 for A(s) integrating along the utwhih runs on the right-hand: A(s) = 1� Z 1sth ImA(s0)s0 � s ds0: (36)The lowest intermediate state is �+��J= for �J= and �+���0J= for !J= . The dis-persion integral of suh intermediate states represents elasti resattering of �(!)J= in the�nal state. In the quark diagrams they are the \disonneted proesses" (Fig. 3) that arenot the most favored proesses. The dominant low-energy absorptive parts ome from theopen harm intermediate states DD�+DD� whih ouple more strongly withX(3872) abovethe threshold (s > (mD +mD�)2).Sine our primary interest is in the ontributions of the D0D�0 and D+D�� intermediatestates of C = + to the dispersion integrals, we separate them out asA!=�(s) = 1� Z 1(mD0+mD�0)2 ImA(s0)00s0 � s ds0 � 1� Z 1(mD++mD�+)2 ImA(s0)�+s0 � s ds0+ 1� Z 14m2D� ImA(s0)��s0 � s ds0; (37)where the dual sign in front of the seond integral is + for !J= and � for �J= . De�nes-wave XDD� oupling as approximately isospin invariant asLint = �mXfXDD�DD��X�; (38)and DD� ! �(!)J= sattering amplitudes ashV (q)J= (p)out j D(p1)D�(p2)ini (39)= s 116EqEpE1E2 i(2�)4Æ(q + p� p1 � p2)� "����mX ��(q)���(p)���(p2)[(p+ q)�M1(s; t) + (p� q)�M2(s; t)℄: (40)The absorptive part for the DD� intermediate state isImA00;�+(s) = jp(s)00;�+j8�ps fXDD�M(s)00;�+(s) (41)with jp(s)j = q(s� (mD +mD�)2)(s� (mD �mD�)2)=2mX and M(s)00;�+ is the s-waveprojetion of M1(s; t). The ratio of the I = 1 to the I = 0 deay amplitude is given byA(m2X)�A(m2X)! = I00 � I�+I00 + I�+ + I�� ; (42)4We obviously write an unsubtrated dispersion relation sine a subtrated one would have nopreditive power on the quantity of our interest.15



where I00 = 1� Z(mD0+mD�0)2 ImA(s0)00s0 �m2X ds0;I�+ = 1� Z(mD++mD�+)2 ImA(s0)�+s0 �m2X ds0;I�� = 1� Z4m2D� ImA(s0)00 + A(s0)�+s0 �m2X ds0: (43)Sine the deay X(3872) ! �(!)J= is a long distane proess, high intermediate states areless important. That is, the absorptive part ImA(s) falls o� with inreasing s. In order tomake a numerial estimate, we need to know how far the integrals over s0 should be extended.Let us hoose here the e�etive uto� smax no higher than ps0 = 2mD�(' mD +mD� +m�)(i.e., smax � smax � (mD + mD�)2 ' 1GeV2 and I�� ' 0) and see how large the isospinbreaking an be. In this energy region, the most important s0-dependene is in jp(s0)j. Weapproximate the rest of ImA(s0) to be onstant. In this rude approximation whih is almostindependent of dynamis exept for the value of the uto� of integral, the ratio of Eq. (43)takes a simple form partiularly when we take the limit of mD � mD� � mD + mD� andmD +mD� �mX � mD� �mD ' m�,����A(m2X)�A(m2X)! ���� � �qmX=2[(mD� +mD�+ �mX)1=2 � (mD0 +mD�0 �mX)1=2℄2psmax � �qmX=2[(mD� +mD�+ �mX)1=2 + (mD0 +mD�0 �mX)1=2℄ ; (44)For psmax '1 GeV, the right-hand side varies from ' 0:23 at mX(3872) = mD +mD� to 0.18at mX(3872) = mD +mD� � 0:8MeV. These numbers are larger than (md �mu)=m� � 0:05.The enhanement arises from the fat that the small number mD + mD� � mX is madeless small by the square root threshold fator. Combining this isospin breaking with thepreeding estimate of the !J= suppression Eq. (34), we obtain for mX = 3871 MeV (f.Eq. (31)) B(X ! �+���0J= )B(X ! �+��J= ) � � 10:2�2 � 113:3 ' 2 (vs 1:0� 0:4� 0:3): (45)We are short of the entral value of experiment by fator two with large unertainties.The ratio jA(m2X)�=A(m2X)!j is sensitive to the value of the uto� smax. If psmax =qsmax � (mD +mD�)2 is lowered from 1 GeV to 700 MeV, the ratio of Eq. (45) wouldbeome unity. Although hoosing the uto� psmax below 2mD� would be unrealisti, taper-ing o� ImA00;�+(s0) towards psmax = 2mD� has the same e�et.We have omputed above only the kinematial e�et due to the mass splitting between theharged and neutral harmed mesons. We must admit that we have strethed the numbersto the limit in this estimate. Sine we have used the isospin symmetri XDD� oupling,however, our (I00 � I�+) term does not inlude the �nal state resattering of DD� in I = 1hannel at m2X(3872) < s0 < smax. It an generate additional enhanement or suppression tothe integrals. But we do not have enough knowledge to analyze suh dynamial e�ets.We should learn from the exerise above that although the problem of the large isospinbreaking is serious, it is too early to rejet the harmonium interpretation of X(3872) onthe basis of the large �J= deay branhing alone.16



C. Magnitude of �(!)J= ratesWe should be equally or even more onerned with the magnitude of the branhing fra-tions themselves than their ratio. In order to observe the deay mode �(!)J= in experimentat all, it must have a branhing fration large enough to stand out of the annihilation proess3P1 ! ggg(qqg) ! hadrons. With the kinematial suppression being so strong, would thedeays into �(!)J= be still visible ? This problem made some theorists suspiious aboutthe harmonium interpretation of X(3872) already at an early stage5 We have no means toestimate reliably the magnitude of the oupling fXDD� nor the amplitude ImA(s)00;�+ inEq. (41). Nonetheless we must address to this question.Sine we mean by harmonium the  state that is bound primarily by the on�ningfore, mixing of  with DD� is not large in a \lean" harmonium by de�nition. Thereforej	0(0)X(3872)j2 should not be very far from the value of the simplest potential model thatignores the open harm hannels. When we take the ratio of the branhing frations in Bdeay to that of the prodution ross setions in pp ollision for X(3872) and  (2S), thewavefuntions j	(0) (2S)j2 and j	0(0)X(3872)j2 anel out. It is a reasonable assumption thatthe ratio of the  prodution in s-wave to p-wave in B deay is similar to the same ratio inpp ollision at low rapidity. If so, we obtainB(B ! K+X(3872))B(B ! K+ (2S)) � �(pp! X(3872) + anything)�(pp!  (2S) + anything) : (46)Denoting the branhing fration B(X(3872)! �+��J= ) by b�+��, we have 0:02=b�+�� forthe left-hand side with Eqs. (17) and (19) while 0:03=b�+�� for the right-hand side withEq. (25). The both sides are in fair agreement with eah other, whih may indiate thatour rude reasoning on the long-distane physis is not out of line. However, we should beonerned with the annihilation deay X(3872)! ggg+qqg. This mode, whih is insensitiveto the D and D� masses, is expeted to be two and half orders of magnitude stronger than23P1 ! J= when the mass is adjusted to 3872 MeV in the estimate by Barnes and Godfrey[5℄. Sine B(X(3872) ! J= ) is about 10% of B(X(3872) ! !J= ) aording to Belle,b�+�� should be quite small: b�+�� ' 0:015 (47)with the annihilation mode even in the absene of the D0D�0 mode. For the pure har-monium X(3872), Eq. (47) requires with Eq. (19) that  (2S) and X(3872) are equallyopiously produed in B-deay in the ase of X(3872) 6!D0D�0. X(3872) ould be morestrongly produed than  (2S) if X(3872) indeed deays into D0D�0. This is a serious prob-lem: j	0(0)j2 must be large enough for suÆient prodution of X(3872) in B deay and ppollision while a large value of j	0(0)j2 potentially makes the annihilation deay too strongand the deay X(3872) ! �+��(�0)J= invisible. One esape from this problem is thatDD� is already present in X(3872) and easily deays into X(3872) ! �+��(�0)J= bythe quark rearrangement proess. We now look into the DD� ontent of the harmonium,namely mixing with DD�.5See for instane Referene [5℄. 17



IV. LARGE MIXING BETWEEN CHARMONIUM AND CHARMED MESONSThe hannel oupling between  and D(�)D(�) was studied in the potential model. The s-wave hannels of  were studied numerially even in the expanded paper of the Cornell model[32℄. However, it is not lear how muh numerial unertainty should be attahed to the massspetrum involving  at and above the open harm threshold. Diagonalizationmust be madenot simply for the multihannel amplitudes at the energy of a bound state, but for ertainintegrals of them. In the multi-hannel N/D method, the tratable approximation lose tothe potential model is to represent the N-funtion of given JPC by the Born amplitudes andto set toD(1) = 1 for the D-funtion. One advantage of the N/D method over the potentialmodel is its notational simpliity in disussing hannel oupling. Normalize the partial-waveamplitude suh that unitarity holds as ImaJ(s) = ayJ(s)�(s)�1aJ(s) and Im[aJ(s)�1℄ = ��(s)where �(s) is the diagonal phase spae matrix [17,33℄. Introdue the N and D funtions byaJ(s) = NJ(s)DJ(s)�1. Suppressing the subsript J hereafter,N(s) =  B11(s) B12(s)B21(s) B22(s) ! ; (48)where the rows and olumns refer to  and DD� of I = 0. We do not inlude other hannelssuh as !J= and ggg as onstituents of X(3872) here sine oupling of  to these hannelsis expeted to be muh weaker than to DD�. We treat the oupling to the weakly oupledhannels as deay. Suh separation would beome less lear if their hannel oupling werestronger. The (2� 2) D-funtion isD(s) = I � 1� Z 1sth �(s0)N(s0)ds0s0 � s : (49)The zero of detD(s) gives the mass square of a bound state and the diagonalization matrixof D(s) at the zero determines the omposition of the bound state.6 Although it is hard toget numerial results in our ase, we an make one simple observation about the -DD�mixing.We are interested in the possibility that a large o�-diagonal element B12(s)(= B21(s))for  $ DD� auses a strong mixing. The Born diagram for  $ DD� is a light quarkexhange (Fig. 4). We have already shown in Setion II that there is pratially no forebetween D(D�) and D�(D) in the 1++ hannel. Therefore B22(s) ' 0 in the low-energyregion and D(s) has the pattern ofD(s) '  1 +D11(s) D12(s)D21(s) 1 ! ; (50)where Dij(s) = � R [�N=(s0 � s)℄ijds0. It is diagonalized by the orthogonal rotation of angle� that is given by6In the ase of a single hannel Eqs. (48) and (49) ombined redue to solving in e�et the or-responding Bethe-Salpeter equation where the kernel is the Born amplitude. In the nonrelativistilimit, therefore, it is equivalent to the potential alulation.18



tan 2� = 2D012(m2X)D011(m2X) ; (51)where the prime on Dij denotes the �rst derivative in s. The on�ning potential of gluonexhange for $  is no weaker than the quark exhange for $ DD�. We an thus seta bound on the mixing, tan 2� < 2 ! j�j < 32Æ: (52)If the mixing of � ' 32Æ really ours, the binding fore would be enhaned by about 60%as a hannel oupling e�et.We make the following observation from this exerise: It is possible for the 1++ har-monium to ontain a DD� omponent up to one third (' (tan 32Æ)2). A stronger mixing ispossible only if the fore of shorter distanes in the elasti DD� hannel should play a role inbinding. The mass splitting between D(�)0 and D(�)+ should not generate a very large depar-ture from isospin symmetry in the DD� ontent of X(3872) sine the e�etive binding foreis the integral of the Born amplitudes smoothed out over energy, not the Born amplitudesthemselves at or near mX(3872). The DD� ontent of X(3872) is approximately in I = 0. Itshould also be pointed out that the binding fore due to the hannel oupling, determinedby D12(m2X) is insensitive whether X(3872) is above or below the D0D�0 threshold.In the presene of a large mixing, prodution of X(3872) ours mainly through thedominant  omponent. The prodution is robust sine j	0(0)j2 is large for the p-waveharmonia. On the other hand the DD� omponent is unimportant for prodution sineits j	(0)j2 is small. However, the DD� omponent plays the major role in the deay into�+��J= and �+���0J= sine the virtual DD� omponent an deay more easily intothose hannels than  does. The deay DD� ! �(!)J= is a quark-rearrangement proessand the strength of the DD� binding is unimportant. Sine the DD� omponent an makeup to one third, X(3872)! �(!)J= is more ompetitive with X(3872)! ggg + qqg thanin the ase of the unmixed pure harmonium. In our dispersion relation of the tree-pointfuntion in Setion III, a large DD� omponent is present when the oupling fXDD� is strongand the transition to the DD� intermediate state is easy. The 23P1 harmonium mixed withDD� was disussed by Meng, Gao and Chao [34℄ in the ase that binding is entirely due tothe on�ning fore. V. CONCLUDING REMARKSWe have examined the moleule model and the harmonium model for X(3872). Themain motivations of the moleule idea are the oinidene of the X(3872) mass with mD0 +mD�0 and the large isospin violation in the deay modes. However, there is no long rangefore to bind D and D� into a deuteron-like state. The observed prodution rates of X(3872)in B deay and pp ollision are too large for a very loosely bound state. On the other handthe harmonium has its share of diÆulties; The mass does not agree with the potentialmodel predition of the 23P1 state and the large deay branhing for ! ggg + qqg ouldmake the experimental signal of �+��(�0)J= hardly visible. One resolution appears tobe as follows: X(3872) is bound primarily by the on�ning fore between  and  whih is19



boosted by the hannel oupling to DD�. Prodution of X(3872) ours mostly through its omponent. The DD� omponent is in I = 0 in good approximation. The large isospinbreaking of the deay mode �J= relative to !J= results from a normal magnitude of isospinbreaking due to D(�)+ � D(0)� mass di�erene that is enhaned by the severe kinematialsuppression of the !J= mode. This piture is very di�erent oneptually from the moleulemodel or the multiquark model. In this piture, the binding fore omes primarily from and seondarily from the hannel oupling. The elasti DD� hannel provides pratially nobinding fore. This is an important distintion from the viewpoint of hadron spetrosopybeause if our piture is right, X(3872) will not an opening of a ood gate for multiquarkor moleule states.How an we distinguish among the di�erent models and pitures by experiment ? Weshould test the partile ontent of X(3872). In the ase of the harmonium and the harmo-nium mixed with DD� of I = 0, the prodution rate is the same for B+ and B0 by isospinsymmetry as long as it ours through the dominant interation b ! s. Independent ofdynamis, therefore, we expet for the harmonium X(3872),�(B+ ! K+X(3872)) = �(B0 ! K0 +X(3872)): (53)This equality should hold equally well in the ase of the large mixing between  and DD�sine X(3872) is produed primarily through its  omponent whose j	0(0)j2 is large. Forthe moleuleX(3872) where the DD� omponent has a sizable isospin breaking, the equalitywould be violated sine the deay amplitudes into I = 0 and 1, or D0D0� and D+D��, aredynamial independent. If the moleule X(3872) is made asX(3872) = D0D�0 os� +D+D�� sin�; (54)we an express the deay amplitudes for B+ ! K+X(3872) asA(B+ ! K+X(3872)) = A00 os�+ A+� sin�: (55)Then the deay amplitude for B0 ! K0X(3872) is obtained by isospin rotation:A(B0 ! K0X(3872)) = �A+� os�� A00 sin�: (56)The olor of the spetator quark (u=d) mathes that of the -quark from b! s in B+ !K+D0D�0 and B0 ! K0D+D��, but not in B+ ! K+D+D�� nor B0 ! K0D0D�0. In the1=N expansion, therefore, A+� = O(1=N) � A00. Consequently for the moleule X(3872)we haveA(B0 ! K0X(3872)) = ��tan�+O(1=N)�� A(B+ ! K+X(3872)): (57)SineD0D�0 dominates overD+D�� in the moleule (tan2 � < 1), we predit for the moleule�(B0 ! K0X(3872)) ' tan2 � �(B+ ! K+X(3872))< �(B+ ! K+X(3872)): (58)Comparison of the B0 deay with the B+ deay learly distinguishes between the deuteron-like bound state of D0D�0 (tan2 �� 1) and the harmonium. For more general moleules, it20



will determine how muh asymmetry exists between the D0D�0 and the D+D�� omponentsinside the moleule X(3872). The BaBar Collaboration reently provided [35℄B(B0 ! K0X(3872))=B(B+ ! K+X(3871)) = 0:50� 0:30� 0:05; (59)whih is still inonlusive in distinguishing between the moleule and the harmonium. Asmaller statistial error will deisively rule out the moleule.Although we de�nitely favor the harmonium over the moleule, even the harmoniumwith mixing still has potential diÆulties. In addition to the moleule and the harmonium,many other models have been proposed [36℄. However, there is less handle to extend oursemiquantitative disussion to those models. A ommon diÆulty for them is that the pro-dution rate is likely muh lower than the experimental observation sine they are generallyobjets of large spatial spread. The branhing fration ratio of Eq. (59) is useful in distin-guishing among them. This ratio is unity for the hybrid (g) and the glueball (gg). It isfar away from unity for the uu.ACKNOWLEDGMENTSThis work was supported in part by the Diretor, OÆe of Siene, OÆe of High Energyand Nulear Physis, Division of High Energy Physis, of the U.S. Department of Energyunder ontrat DE{AC02{05CH11231 and in part by the National Siene Foundation undergrant PHY-0098840.
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